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An eclectic mix of modern rock and lyrical imagery converge for an easy listening experience. "I see the

first three songs as the problems and the other seven the solutions"- Christopher Paul 10 MP3 Songs

EASY LISTENING: Mood Music, ROCK: Acoustic Details: Special Announcement- 09/09/03 "I would like

to thank the following radio stations for all the wonderful support they have shown me. You are all so very

funckadelic! I sincerely thank you all. - Christopher Paul " within" is currently in rotation with the following

radio stations: KFAI, KUMD, KUOM, KUWS, KAOS, KASF, KCRH, KDNK, KEOL, KHNS, KKFI, KHNS,

KMSU, KSYM, KUWS, KWLC, KZMU, WCCS, WCVF, WHUS, WICB, WIUP, WKKL, WLCA, WLFM,

WMMT, WOSP, WPTS, WRBB, WRCT, WRDP, WRSU, WUAG, WVFS, WVMW, WWUS, WWUH,

WXAV. 07/01/03 It has always been my desire to give proceeds from the sale of the song "Twins Tumble"

to charity. Recently, I have found one that I feel really good about, The Twin Towers Orphan Fund. I will

donate one dollar of every sale to this fund. If you have bought this CD, I thank you for helping the Twin

Towers Orphan Fund. If you do not wish to participate, please e-mail requests to auravibe@comcastwith

your CDBaby sale confirmation and I will refund you one dollar. Christopher Paul Press- Joseph Allen -

Aareborn Ent. Los Angeles " It's like therapy with notes. " James Bradley - Free Press Los Angeles " "

within " evokes strong emotion and encapsulates both the hard and soft sides of our collective psyches. "

Independent Reviews- TaxiListener ID# 167 " WOW! Nice quality to your voice and good mood musically.

" TaxiListener ID# 79 " Your voice is striking. It has a smooth, soothing quality that is very appealing. You

obviously have a way with melody and clever lyrical imagery. " Information and Booking: PH)

763.413.4870 christopherPaulTV@comcast.net christopherpaul.tv
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